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Abstract 
The effect of ultraviolet-induced degradation (UV-ID) on solar cells made from two different solar grade materials 
has been compared. By using identical wafer and cell production units, effects originating in the two materials; solar 
 
Silicon wafers were selected precisely from similar positions from respective silicon bricks to process identical 
standard solar cells. The quantum efficiency maps at particular laser wavelengths and IV parameters of all solar cells 
were measured before and after UV-ID to visualize defects sites in the solar cells and to observe the extent of 
degradation.  material 
perform slightly better than standard polysilicon material. 
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1. Introduction  
Light induced degradation is a well-known phenomenon occurring in silicon solar cells. This 
degradation starts abruptly right after first exposure to light, leading to a decrease in efficiency. After 
some few hours the cells reaches a stable condition. It is well established that LID is due to the formation 
of Boron-Oxygen Complexes [1, 2]. Ultraviolet-induced degradation (UV-ID) is of particular interest for 
PV in terrestrial as well as space applications where the intensity of UV is much higher than normal [3, 4].  
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Ultraviolet radiation is the photons with the highest energies and thus shortest wavelengths in the 
spectrum of the Sun. The high energy normally results in a shallow penetration depth. The purpose of UV 
degradation experiments with silicon solar cells is to analyse the impact of damages in the silicon 
crystalline material from high energy photons. In addition, it is of interest to evaluate the performance of 
such UV degraded solar cells at various temperatures. Calculated temperature coefficients can be found in 
the literature both form indoor and outdoor testing [5, 6]. In the present paper some new results are 
presented. Solar grade silicon from the alternative ESS  process route is more cost and energy efficient 
but contains a somewhat higher concentration of dopant elements than the standard polysilicon material. 
The present report gives new insights into the UV-LID effect on finished solar cells made from both 
silicon solar grade materials and their performance at higher temperature conditions. 
2. Materials used 
Solar cells from both materials, standard polysilicon and ESS , were selected for the experiments. All 
the cells had initial efficiencies above 17%. The materials employed had been processed through the 
exactly same cell manufacturing system; hence ingots were produced in the same furnace type (G4 size) 
by the same producer, and wafers chosen from bricks taken from exactly the same ingot positions. 
Therefore the main difference between cells from same positions can be traced to the silicon feedstock. 
During directional solidification of the multicrystalline silicon ingots, the element distributions are 
diversely distributed in the solidification direction due to different segregation coefficients for each 
element. Impurities like oxygen usually have a high concentration in the bottom of the ingot which 
decreases towards the top while carbon shows the opposite behaviour with a gradual increase towards the 
top [7].  
 
Considering these facts we categorised solar cells from each material into two batches accordingly. 
 
EB: bottom parts of 100% Elkem Solar Silicon (ESS  ingot.  
 
PB: bottom parts of 100% Polysilicon ingot.  
PT: top parts of 100% Polysilicon ingot. 
3. Experimental approach 
We selected equal numbers of solar cells from each batch for the UV-ID experiment. Standard 
commercially available instruments were utilized to study the degradation behavior of the mc-solar cells. 
A flow cart in Figure 1 illustrates the sequential steps during LID.  
Before starting the degradation experiment, all solar cells were subjected to annealing in an oven at 
200°C for 30 minutes, while keeping all samples in the dark, to eliminate any kind of degradation during 
handling and storage after manufacturing. The initial IV characteristics were calculated using a standard 
AAA commercially available sun simulator. A Semilab instrument WT-2000 was used to map the light 
beam induced current (LBIC) and light reflections from all solar cells with several lasers in the visible and 
infrared ranges (IR); i.e. 655, 850, 950 and 974 nm to observe the spectral response of all solar cells at 
various wavelengths. Using LBIC and reflection maps the internal quantum efficiency was calculated at 
the wavelengths. The light from the IR lasers penetrate deeper into the solar cell beyond the pn-junction to 
observe light response of the solar cell base material. 
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The UV-ID was generated in a UV chamber from Atlas instrument Suntest XLS+ which contains a 
xenon lamp with an irradiance intensity of 137.4 W/m2 in the wavelength range 300 to 800 nm.  The 
intensity was 70 W/m2 in the UV part of the spectrum with wavelength range between 300 to 400 nm. 
Solar cells were exposed to such irradiance conditions and with black standard temperatures (BST) of 
for 72 hours. The cells thus received a 5kWh/m2 UV dose to 
study the accelerated degradation at extreme test conditions. The chamber parameters were continuously 
monitored and recorded by the respective sensors. Figure 1 (b) presents such parameters over time. A little 
variation in chamber temperature was due to changes in the laboratory temperature.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                       (a)                                                                               (b) 
Fig. 1. (a) Ultraviolet-induced degradation measurement steps and (b) chamber parameters recorded during UV-ID.   
 
After UV-ID the solar cells were characterized by IV measurements in the sun simulator at standard 
test conditions. The difference between IV parameters before and after UV-ID gives the degree of 
degradation. To evaluate the performance of solar cells at elevated temperatures in the field, the 
temperature coefficients were also calculated by doing IV measurements at each 2nd degree temperature 
increment in the range from 25°C to 70°C. After degradation the LBIC, reflection and IQE maps were 
again measured using the same settings as in the initial ones to identify the degradation of the solar cells. 
4. Results and discussion 
 For the accelerated degradation experiments, the solar cells were exposed to a UV dose of 5kWh/m2 
for a time period of 72 hours, and the temperature of the solar cells during degradation was BST up to 
UV-Induced Degradation 
Heat treatment at 200 °C for 30 min 
IV measurements  
LBIC and IQE with WT-2000 
UV-LID in controlled chamber 
IV measurement and temperature scan 
LBIC and IQE with WT-2000 
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.  After this treatment, it was observed that the IV parameters of 
the  significantly more stable than the solar cells from standard 
polysilicon. It was observed that the degradation in the bottom batches was lower than top batches, which 
may be due to lower amounts of impurities in that part of the ingot. Figure 2 presents the decrease in short 
circuit current (ISC) and open circuit voltage (VOC) of solar cells in the form of box plots from all batches 
after degradation. Figure 3 shows the effects of degradation on conversion efficiency and fill factors of the 
same solar cells. A substantial decrease in ISC, VOC and conversion efficiency of solar cells from 
polysilicon compared to ESS  can be seen, while the fill factors were affected in a similar 
manner for all cells. If the solar cells from similar parts of the ingot are compared
have degraded significantly less compared to the polysilicon solar cells. A linear trend line can be drawn 
to show the decline in efficiency of solar cells from all batches by starting from least degraded batch, the 
degradation of the cell current was a major contributor to the decrease in conversion efficiency of all the 
solar cells with little effect from changes in VOC. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 2. Standard deviation box plots of the change in (a) the short circuit current and (b) the open circuit voltage of all solar cells. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 3. Standard deviation box plots of the change in (a) the conversion efficiency and (b) the fill factor of all solar cells. A linear 
trend was observed in the efficiency degradation plot from EB batch to PT batch. The diminution in the fill factor was very small so 
they are in the comparable range with the each other. 
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The Light beam induced current (LBIC), reflection and internal quantum efficiency (IQE) were 
mapped over the entire surface of all solar cells before and after UV-ID. LBIC maps of a typical ESS  
bottom solar cell, before and after UV-ID, are presented in Figure 4 as an example. The IQE maps give 
more information about the cell performance by combining results from current and reflection in a single 
map.  Hence, only the IQE maps are presented for solar cells from other batches. The change in IQE 
further verifies the extent of degradation observed by IV parameters from same cells c.f. Figures 5 to 8. It 
was observed that the IQE degradation was not due to localized defects but rather distributed over the 
entire solar cells. The highest degradation was observed at higher current output and higher IQE areas 
where the response of the solar cells had reduced significantly compared to lower output regions. All solar 
s to IQE measurements with poly cells slightly 
stronger affected compared  cells. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 4. Typical ESS-b  974 nm laser (a) before and (b) after 5 KWh/m2 UV exposure in 
the range 300-400 nm wavelength. (c) shows the LBIC color distribution over the surface which have little changed after UV 
exposure cf. (d). A 0.923% relative decrease in current is observed after UV-ID. 
 
 
 
 
(c) (d) 
Relative % age Change in 
IV parameters 
SC [%] =  -0.506 
OC[%] = -0.300 
   -0.145 
-0.94 
(a) (b) 
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Fig. 5. ESS- igure 1) IQE measured at 974 nm laser (a) before and (b) after 5 KWh/m2 UV exposure 
in the range 300-400 nm wavelength. (c) shows the IQE color distribution over the surface which have marginally changed after UV 
exposure cf. (d) (Please note the different y-scale). A 1.328% relative decrease in quantum efficiency is observed after UV-ID. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 6. ESS- 2 UV exposure in the range 300-400 nm 
wavelength. (c) shows the IQE color distribution over the surface which have slightly changed after UV exposure cf. (d). A 1.724% 
relative decrease in quantum efficiency is observed after UV-ID. 
 
(a) (b) 
(c) 
(d) 
Relative % age Change in 
IV parameters 
ISC [%] =  -0.834 
OC[%] = -0.183 
FF[%] =   -0.064 
    -1.08 
 
(a) (b) 
(c) (d) 
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Fig. 7. Typical poly- 2 UV exposure in the range 
300-400 nm wavelength. (c) shows the IQE color distribution over the surface which have slightly changed after UV exposure cf. 
(d) (Please note the different y-scale). A 1.87% relative decrease in quantum efficiency is observed after UV-ID. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Relative % age Change in 
IV parameters 
ISC [%] =  -0.53 
OC[%] = -0.211 
FF[%] =   -0.266 
    -1.01 
 
Relative % age Change in 
IV parameters  
ISC [%] =  -1.075 
OC[%] = -0.357 
    -0.178 
    -1.60 
 
(a) (b) 
(c) (d) 
(a) (b) 
(c) (d) 
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Fig. 8. Typical poly-top batch 2 UV exposure in the 
range 300-400 nm wavelength. (c) shows the IQE color distribution over the surface which have slightly changed after UV exposure 
(Please note the different y-scale) cf. (d). A 2.83% relative decrease in quantum efficiency is observed after UV-ID.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 9. Relative percentage change in IQE of all solar cells, mentioned in Figures 4 to 8, as a function of incident laser 
wavelength. 
Temperature responses through IV measurements were obtained for all UV-induced degraded solar 
cells. For this purpose IV curve scans were made under standard AM1.5 spectrum while changing the 
temperature of solar cells from 25°C to 70°C. Figure 10 (a) and (b) show the change in conversion 
cells had considerably better temperature coefficients with smaller decreases in performance compared to 
polysilicon at temperatures above 40°C, c.f. Figure 10. The temperature coefficient s standard deviation 
box plots of all solar cells are presented in Figures 11 and 12. It was observed that the current coefficients 
were mainly affecting changes in the efficiency coefficients with little contribution from the open circuit 
voltage coefficient of the solar cells.  
Mueller et al. have concluded that solar cells with less base material resistivity show better temperature 
performance compared to higher resistivity materials [8]. Their findings can also be verified from our 
 
bottom to top of the ingot. In the case of the polysilicon cells, the wafer resistivity could be the main cause 
for better temperature coefficients for solar cells from the poly bottom batch. However, contrary to their 
results, these assumptions cannot better 
bottom positioned solar cells compared to the top batch cells, with 
ingot. In our case, the higher temperature coefficient for ISC means that ESS performs better than poly at 
higher temperatures.  
In our case, the higher temperature coefficient for short circuit current means that ESS performs better 
than poly at higher temperatures. This could be related to the lower decrease in mobility with increasing 
temperature seen for compensated material as compared to standard polysilicon [9]. Advantageous 
has also been reported by others [10] and 
related to possibly mobility. It is speculated that this effect might be caused by advantageous aspects 
 
In the present investigation, it has been shown that the  cells are performing better than standard 
polysilicon cells. However, it has to be pointed out that this investigation was performed on a limited 
number of solar cells. More research is needed in order to verify that these results will be consistent in 
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mass production qualities. At present, the causes of these effects are not fully understood and also needs 
further investigations. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 10. The conversion efficiency of solar cells, under standard AM1.5 spectrum as a function of temperature, coming from bottom 
batches and (b) top batches from respective 
temperature higher than 40°C. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 11. (a) Short circuit current and (b) open circuit voltage temperature coefficients of solar cell 
polysilicon feedstock. The VOC is almost comparable with minor changes while the major differences are observed between ISC of 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 12. Conversion efficiency temperature coefficients of same solar cell fabricated from 
trend from batch to batch is similar to the ISC temperature coefficients. 
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5. Conclusion 
Ultraviolet-induced degradation experiments has been presented for screen printed solar cells made 
from Elkem solar grade silicon, and its impact on the opto-electrical performance of devices has been 
compared with solar cells from standard polysilicon after identical degradation processes.  It was observed 
responded with a lower degradation compared to the reference cells from 
standard polysilicon. For Elkem solar cells the degradation in conversion efficiency was up to -1.16% 
compared to polysilicon solar cells showing a maximum value of -1.64%.  Similarly, the IQE results of 
the same solar cells also reinforce the IV results by showing less degradation in quantum efficiency for 
-1.72%) compared to polysilicon cells  (-2.83%), using a 974nm laser.  
Finally, the temperature coefficients measured on the same degraded solar cells resulted in a 
significantly better performance of the . 
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